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Dear Mr. Neal:
The undersigned from Karins Engineering Group, Inc. (KEG) visited the University Park Country Club on November 9 and 19, 2018 to observe structural components of the Realty Sales Office and Clubhouse. The purpose of our observation was to gather information that would enable us to render our professional opinion of items of concern cited in a December 2017 report by Snell Engineering. The buildings were constructed in approximately 1990 and are similar in design as described in the referenced report. rt should be noted that the report is not signed and sealed by a professional engineer licensed in Florida and therefore does not conform to 471.025( I), Florida Statutes; and 6 IG15-23.001(b) Florida Administrative Code. It should not be considered a valid engineering report.
Our observations were visual in nature. Our findings are as follows. Sales Office Building
The conditions of the front and right side elevated apron slabs were reviewed. As reported, the slabs appeared to be "Epicore" construction. The front slab appeared to have been constructed with a negative slope or to have settled. The underside of the right side slab was accessible and corrosion of the pan and angle were confirmed. There was no evidence of distress or excessive deflections in components adjacent to the apron slabs.
Based on the conditions observed, the recommendation to limit access appears to have been made in an over abundance of caution. As noted in the report, original drawings including design assumptions, supplemental reinforcing, connection details, etc. were not available to assist the evaluation of the impact of noted deterioration. Appropriate remediation, which could range from cleaning corroded metals and applying corrosion inhibiting coatings to installing a more permanent underpinning, requires additional investigation but does not render the building in "poor" condition.
Other cited issues such as deterioration of: exposed connectors, stucco accessories, coatings and sealants, staining, and cracks in stucco finishes should be considered maintenance items which should be incorporated in general building maintenance.
Some cited issues are speculation related to the original design, construction and standard practice at the time of construction. These items can be considered items of concern but not defects that render the building in poor condition. Any analysis undertaken, should evaluate the design in the context of the building code at the time of construction compared to the current building code to determine what, if any, retrofitting is advisable or practical.
Clubhouse Building
The conditions of the roof trusses were specifically considered. As reported, there were numerous truss alterations to accommodate mechanical equipment in the attic space and a crack/"buckle" of a 4-ply truss girder
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near its bearing. At the truss, alterations, added truss members and connection details appeared to indicate engineered truss modifications/repairs as would be expected.
In the case of the cracked 4-ply girder, a dent indicating some significant impact was readily observable on the side of the girder adjacent to the crack. Added vertical truss members similar in size and grade to the original vertical members were also present along with supplemental gusset plates. These would support an opinion that the damage occurred during original construction and an engineered repair was installed. In both cases, 29 years of service including exposure to tropical storm events without apparent distress indicates that the engineered modifications/repairs were successful.
In conclusion, the buildings appeared to be of a quality and construction typical of similar buildings constructed at the time and in accordance with established building codes at the time of construction.
The opinions expressed herein are relative to the information available at the time of observation. Should additional information become available, KEG may update its opinions. We trust this information is helpful. Should questions arise, please do not hesitate to call.

